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interruption exposure which requires a
limit of contingent business interruption
(CBI) coverage which covers the lost
revenue associated with a loss at a critical
non-owned facility that is key to your
business operations.

For instance, in this case, one facility was
manufacturing a drug using a specialty
intravenous bag that was the patented
technology of the manufacturer. If the
production line suffered a fire, or any

other catastrophic loss, the batch would

not be made and the ability to make new
product would be lost for two years. Due
to the specialty nature of the production,
there was no other manufacturer that
could replicate the line; the product
capacity was 50 percent of the company’s
revenue. Clearly, a loss of this magnitude
could not be sustained and the company
would be forced to shut down, unless they
had purchased an appropriate amount of

CBI. We were able to secure $84MM
of CBI coverage at that location which
provided them lost revenue coverage for

one year of production. Our client had

a one year supply on hand at a storage

facility so the first year of down time

was protected. The second year of lost
revenue was covered by the CBI limit.

Additionally, this entity had a major API

shipment coming from Europe that was

to be used in manufacturing a drug that
would mean $40 million in revenue to the

company. Although the production line
could be replicated more easily, it would
still take 18 months, so similar concerns
arose at this manufacturing facility. Since
the exposure would be lessened by a
stored backup supply of inventory, once

the production was underway, we made

sure to insure the API while in transit and

at the manufacturing facility at its selling

price instead of its replacement value.

By using the selling price, we lessen the

need for contingent business interruption

insurance since the loss was valued at the
cost plus the profit of the product. The

client protected the potential revenue

of the damaged API, so only the future
revenue past the reserve supply would be

lost, which we covered with a CBI limit.

Many pharmaceutical firms are venture

backed and this type of loss can devastate
or end a portfolio company’s ability to

survive. Venture firms often take a hand

off approach to the insurance programs

other than the directors and officers,
but it would be prudent practice for life

science focused venture firms to ask their

portfolio companies how they address

these risks. No venture firm wants to tell

their limited parmers that the investment

has been lost due to a claim that could have
been prevented. Understanding how each

drug moves from API to manufacturing

to finished goods to a storage warehouse
and to the end client is crucial to the risk

management process. All parties need to

be involved: distribution, manufacturing,
facilities management, finance, your

insurance agent or broker as well as the

insurer.. .The cost of self-insuring this

risk is often bankruptcy or dilution if they

have to raise more money to help keep

the company alive until production can

begin again.
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Q
When is a competitor’s
interference with your business
relationships, your customer(s),
or your client accounts “unfair”
and actionable?

A
In the commercial marketplace it
is generally accepted that business
competition is healthy, unrestricted

and subject to free reign. However, all means
of competition are not viewed as equitable,
and at times constitute “unfair competition”.
Certain unfair competition that arises from
a competitor’s interference with another’s
business, existing accounts or goodwill are
known as tortious interference claims. New
Jersey has dissected such claims into two
distinct causes of action. First, a claim may
be made for a competitor’s interference with
one’s customer contract(s) or “contractual
relations”.A related, yet distinct, claim exists
where the competitor has not interfered
with a contract, but has acted intentionally
to interfere with an “economic advantage”
otherwise reasonably expected from the
customer relationship. To succeed on an
economic advantage claim does not require
proof that a written contract existed.

To recover from a competitor’s interference
with a contract, contractual relationship or
economic advantage, the damaged party
needs to prove the interference was the
direct cause of business loss or monetary
harm. The competitor’s actions need not be
evil-minded or malicious. For an actionable
claim, the interference, i.e., the tortious
conduct, simply must be determined to fall
outside the “rules of the game” expected
in the marketplace for fair competition.
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